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Elements
Dedicated 
shift one point between dice when you 
keep at a task for more than a moment

Overlooked 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Student of Sorcery 
shift one point between dice when you 
work spellcraft

Enraged 
reroll a die when opposing the current 
target of your anger

Follower 
reroll a die when following orders

Reckless 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Tools
◊ Initiate’s Simple Robes

◊ Simple, short wand of ivory 
(sorcery: white, simple)

◊ The Forbidden Scarlet Codex of 
Agustin Pageur 
(sorcery: red) shift one point between dice 
when casting curses or casting through 
curses

◊ Sister’s Broach Pin

◊ A little bit of coin

Arc:
Academic

Prepare Yourself 
claim a Heat and mark a flux

Improvise 
spend five flux to unlock a new element

Sacrifice… Yourself, Your Dreams, 
or Somebody Else or Their Dream 
buy a new arc

Beulah Nabet has been an initiate 
studying at the Eburnean Tower for six 
years.  She was sent here by her father, 
who she suspects simply wanted her and 
her sister Tecla out of the manor so he 
could easily remarry.  Regardless, she has 
applied herself to her studies and looked 
forward to becoming a full magus this year.

That was until Carles Baró arrived at 
the Tower, throwing his ridiculous inborn 
power around and dazzling everybody with 
his city fashion and bulging coin purse.  
Beulah suspects he’s even sleeping with one 
of the instructors, Elisabet Sumar.

A week ago, Beulah ran into Isembard 

the historian as he was picking up a pile 
of spilled books.  His hat fell off his head, 
revealing a pair of miniscule horns.  This 
marks him as a changeling, an interloper 
from the Faerie Court, which Beulah didn’t 
think much about until the Tower wards 
came crashing down and Puck invaded the 
Tower.  Could Isembard be the man inside?

Beulah Nabet, promising initiate
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Elements
Nobleman 
shift one point between dice when you call 
on your status in any conflict

Glory Hound 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Empowered Blood 
reroll a die whenever you use sorcery

Hero 
shift one point between dice when you deal 
with people who you’ve helped

Student of Sorcery 
shift one point between dice when you 
work spellcraft

Resentful 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Tools
◊ Fine Robes

◊ Warlock Staff of the Barós 
(sorcery: snakes, lightning) shift one point 
between dice when your spell targets 
another human being

◊ Sleek Ebony Wand 
(sorcery: quick)

◊ Gold Amulet with Baró Crest

◊ Long-stemmed Ivory Pipe

◊ A good deal of coin and credit-marks

Arc
Golden Boy

Flout Warnings and Guidance 
claim a Heat and mark a flux

Show off 
spend five flux to unlock a new element

Step Back to Allow Others to 
Shine 
buy a new arc

The youngest scion of the legendary 
Baró warlock dynasty, Carles was born 
into a world of magic and ease.  The family 
bloodline bestows great arcane power, and 
for generations the Barós have ranked as 
the world’s foremost sorcerers… and have 
piled up a fortune in the process.

Carles spent a few years wandering the 
world and having a lark; the entire time 
his father insisted he instead study at the 

Eburnean Tower as everyone in the family 
has always done.  His threat to cut Carles 
off financially was what finally brought him 
here a year ago.

A few months ago, Carles seduced one 
of the magi, Elisabet Sumar.  There was a 
little drama with her former lover Kinnay; 
his offer to sleep with both of the women 
did not go over well.

But all this is about to end for Carles.  
Archmagus Ghida is due to elevate one of 
the initiates to full magus by the end of the 
day.  The other potential magus is Beulah 
Nabet, a mousy little thing who should offer 
very little competition.

Carles Baró, privileged initiate
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Elements
Ambitious 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Schismatic 
reroll a die when plying another character 
to follow your lead

Arcanist 
shift one point between dice when working 
with hexes or charms

Manipulative 
reroll a die when attempting to convince 
another character to your way of thinking

Obsessed 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Witchbloom Addict 
double the benefit of Witchbloom (see 
below); when dissipating drain, double the 
drain gained by rolling 1s

Tools
◊ Instructor’s Robes 

shift one point between dice when 
counterspelling

◊ Bewitching Amethyst Amulet 
(sorcery: purple, hearts, minds)

◊ Willow Rod 
(sorcery: motion, tears)

◊ A Pouch stuffed with Witchbloom 
when dissipating drain, dissipate one 
additional drain

◊ Esther Való’s Study of the Blood

◊ A wallet of coin and credit-marks

Arc
Schismatic

Flatter 
claim a Heat and mark a flux

Betray 
spend five flux to unlock a new element

Forge an Alliance of Genuine Trust 
buy a new arc

Most magi aspire to a place in the 
Eburnean Tower; that isn’t enough for 
Elisabet Sumar.  After clawing her way to 
the top of the Tower’s research faction, 
Sumar became frustrated that her plans and 
inquiries were still stymied by Ghida and the 
other magi of the Tower.  She resolved to 
plunder the Tower for what she needed to 
create her own center for arcane studies.  
If she left the Eburnean Tower a smoldering 
ruin behind her, so much the better.

She has stockpiled the Tower’s most 
valuable and exotic resources in her 
Arcanery.  If her plan is to succeed, those 
supplies must not be destroyed.

A few months ago, Elisabet started 
sleeping with Carles Baró, mostly because 
his family’s support could be valuable.  Her 
former lover, Kinnay, did not take this well.

Now the Tower has been invaded by a 
rogue fey sprite; where everyone sees a 

crisis, Elisabet sees an opportunity.  Her 
studies suggest that she can strip him of 
his power to imbue her own blood with fey 
enchantment.  The ritual can’t be performed 
alone, though.  She’ll need a conspirator.

With enchanted blood in her veins and 
the Eburnean treasures at her disposal, she 
can leave the Tower to fall in the ensuing 
chaos.

Elisabet Sumar, magus of inquiry
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Elements
Elderly 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Archmagus 
shift one point between dice whenever you 
use sorcery

Headmistress 
shift one point between dice whenever you 
give Eburnean magi orders

Focused 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Distrustful 
reroll a die when you are rolling against a 
character you do not trust

Desperate 
reroll a die when you take a significant risk

Tools
◊ Archmagus Robes 

(sorcery: motion, binding)

◊ The Rod of Whispers 
(sorcery: whispers) leave any scene in the 
Tower to return to your study (this does 
not allow you to avoid the results of die rolls 
such as charms or wounds)

◊ Flameheart Circlet 
(sorcery: flame, passion, anger) instead of 
taking Drain yourself, you may inflict it on 
your flame familiar, Squib

◊ Private Library 
(sorcery: ritual)

◊ Tower Keys 
(unique)

◊ A small chest of coin and credit-
marks

Arc
The Center will 
Hold

Delegate Necessary Tasks 
claim a Heat and mark a flux

Berate Underlings 
spend five flux to unlock a new element

Take Action, Hands-On 
buy a new arc

The Archmagus of the Eburnean Tower, 
Ghida has seen the Tower weather through 
many assaults and storms, and this jackanape 
faerie Robin Goodfellow is hardly the worst 
of them, in her veteran opinion.  This will 
all blow over.

More pressing on her mind today is her 
obligation to elevate one of the Tower’s 
initiates to the rank of full magus.  There 
are only two who might be worthy: Carles 

Baró, crackling with the power that is  
legendary warlock family is known for, and 
Elisabet Sumar, the eldest of the Tower’s 
initiates.  The Tower only accepts one new 
magus each year, and the decision is hers 
to make.  Perhaps one of them will shine 
during this kerfuffle with Puck downstairs.

Of course, Puck can only be here for one 
reason: buried in the dungeons, encased in a 
warded cell, is Oberon, King of the Faeries. 

The Tower has been siphoning his power 
for nearly a century; this would have driven 
any mortal mind mad.  On the other hand, 
the fae can’t really be considered sane to 
begin with. Ghida has sworn to protect the 
Tower and its dignity, but never expected 
to have to choose between them.

Ghida bint Humay, archmagus
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Elements
Humble 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Honest 
shift one point between dice when you are 
telling the unvarnished truth

Loremaster 
reroll a die whenever you are recalling 
information regarding sorcerous practices, 
history, or law

Mystic Cartographer 
shift one point between dice when 
navigating the Eburnean Tower

Desperate 
reroll a die when you take a significant risk

Inhuman 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Tools
Instructor’s Robes 
shift one point between dice when 
counterspelling

Long Cypress Wand 
(sorcery: stone, roots)

Ancient Shillelagh 
(sorcery: the wild)

Book Satchel

Auvergne Fisherman’s Knife

A few coins

Arc
Alexandrian

Ask for orders or guidance 
claim a Heat and mark a flux

Recover endangered lore 
spend five flux to unlock a new element

Allow lore to be lost 
buy a new arc

While Ghida is the Archmagus of the 
Tower, Isembard Auvergne is the eldest of 
the magi and the Tower’s historian.  While 
he appears to be in his seventies, he stopped 
counting the years after completing his first 
century.  While part of his longevity can 
rightly be ascribed to sorcery, the truth is 
that Isembard is not exactly human.  He is a 
changeling: a faerie placed in a human child’s 
cradle, with the miniscule horns under the 
brim of his hat to prove it.

However, Isembard has spent his entire 
life in the human world, and while most 
of it rejected him, the Eburnean Tower 
welcomed him and he came to call it home.  
Now it is burning down around his ears.

Ghida is in denial of what the Tower and 
the world could lose.  Worse, that scheming 
Elisabet is distracting Ghida’s attention and 
resources to rescue her pet projects in the 
Arcanery.  The lore preserved in the Eternal 
Archive must be saved from destruction.

The culprit is Robin Goodfellow, who 
was once twice the demon he is today.  His 
power was stripped from him by Beatriu 
Baró, ancestor of the show-off initiate 
Carles Baró, and one of the lexicon-
shades of the Tower.  Any spell can be 
reversed with research; if someone offered 
Goodfellow the restoration of his stolen 
power, he’d leave the Tower alone… 

Isembard, historian of sorcery
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Elements
Malicious 
reroll a die whenever you are harming 
another character or their property

Insubstantial 
join any scene at any time

Trickster Spirit 
your charms require no dedicated tool; 
instead, anyone who grabs hold of you may 
cancel your charms

Violent 
reroll a die when you use motion against 
delicate things… like people

Pyromaniac 
add the (fire sorcery) keyword to any 
sorcerous tool

Loyal 
shift one point between dice when fulfilling 
your pacts

Tools
Jaunty Cap

Bone Flute 
(sorcery: music, bones, dance)

A Pocket Full of Bugs

Tin Cup

Righteous Indignation 
this emotion is never consumed when used 
for sorcery

Arc:
Faerie Wrath

Wreak Havoc 
claim a Heat and mark a flux

Swear a pact with another 
character 
spend five flux to unlock a new element

Disdain the allure of power 
buy a new arc

The Eburnean Tower has stood as a 
great insult to fae-kind for centuries, and 
now Robin Goodfellow is here to repay 
centuries of insult in a single night.

One of the eternal fae, Robin Goodfellow 
was once a powerful nature spirit until 
he ran afoul of the Eburnean magus 
Beatriu Baró.  Beatriu ripped away half of 
Goodfellow’s power and imbued it into her 

unborn child’s bloodline.  Robin was forced 
to take refuge in the court of his former 
rival, King Oberon, as his “puck,” and the 
Barós have been an arcanely fueled nuisance 
ever since.

Nearly a century ago, the Eburnean 
Tower then managed to capture Oberon.  
If Robin wreaks enough havoc, Archmagus 
Ghida might consent to release Oberon… 

and the King’s gratitude would be 
inestimable.

Robin Goodfellow is, however, only one 
faerie, infiltrating a place inimical to his 
kind.  But if there is one thing that Robin 
Goodfellow knows, it is that humans are 
fractious and prone to betrayal.  Someone, 
perhaps more than one, would be willing to 
sell out their comrades…

Robin Goodfellow, “puck”
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Arc
Lexicon Shade

Answer a question with the full 
truth as you know it 
claim a Heat and mark a flux.

Provoke characters to action 
spend five flux to unlock a new element.

Bequeath your memories to the 
Eburnean Tower 
retire this character

Arc
Disciple

Act in the name of your master 
claim a Heat and mark a flux.

Return to your master for guidance 
spend five flux to unlock a new element.

Betray your master 
buy a new arc

Arc
Powerless

Identify a character as one of your 
betrayers 
claim a Heat and mark a flux.

Make your betrayers hurt 
spend five flux to unlock a new element.

Forgive your betrayers 
buy a new arc

Arc
Empowered 
Magus

Use powerful sorcery to address a 
problem 
claim a Heat and mark a flux.

Rip power from a mystic source 
spend five flux to unlock a new element.

Purge your blood of arcane power 
buy a new arc

Insubstantial 
join any scene

Perfect Recall

Bound to Service 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element.

Manipulative 
shift a point between dice when you play 
on another’s suspicions or fears

Unquestioning Loyalty 
reroll a die when your loyalty to your 
master is called into question

Zealous 
reroll a die when you work towards your 
master’s ends

Obsessed 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Infatuated 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Powerless 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element

Enraged 
reroll a die when you lash out in anger

Fueled by Pain and Anguish 
when you gain an Emotion tool, gain a 
second similar Emotion for free

Vindictive 
shift one porint between dice when you act 
against your betrayers

Enchanted Blood

Drunk with Power 
claim two Heat instead of one for this 
element.

Mystic Command over Nature 
reroll a die when using sorcery to 
manipulate living things

Fearsome Reputation 
reroll a die when others fear you

Cost: die within the tower, then 
Sacrifice all but one Element

Cost: Sacrifice one Element, pick 
a “Master” who you follow.  

Cost: Have your power stolen 
from you & sacrifice one element

Cost: Sacrifice two Elements

New Arcs
When a character Reifies out of an old Arc, they can pick one of the following Arcs or create their own.  Cut out the arc and tape it to your character sheet, or just copy over the important bits.


